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Did You Know?
Oldest Brewery in the
World Found in Israel
Archaeologists have
made a significant find
south of Haifa, Israel. In
a cave in the foothills of
the Carmel Mountains,
what is perhaps the
oldest brewery in the
world was discovered. In
what is arguably the
earliest production site for alcohol of any
kind, a beer-like beverage is said to have
been produced thousands of years ago.
The Rakefet cave has been the focus of
archaeological research for almost 50
years. Here, evidence of one of the
oldest bread-producing facilities was
found, and it was also known as a burial
site and a storage place for food. The
remains found there come from the
Natufian culture, which lived in this area
thousands of years before Christ,
following the last great ice age. The
Natufians foraged for food such as
wheat, barley and almonds, and hunted
gazelle, deer, cattle, horses and wild
boar.
It’s notable that the beer produced at
this site all those years ago contained
significantly less alcohol than today’s
beers, though it was made in much the
same way. Researchers believe this
prehistoric beer had the consistency of
soup, and the effort invested in
producing it suggests the beverage was
of great importance to the Natufian
culture. While it probably was drunk
casually, it also had ritual significance.

By Bryce Turner, NZ National Executive Director

From Where I Sit
Hi everyone, and welcome to our November edition of ReflectioNZ, the newsletter of
Christians for Israel New Zealand. I trust you have survived the winter chills and are looking
forward to another wonderful Kiwi summer.
The last few weeks have been very intense here in the office, with the final cleanup and
completion of the Israel70 project. Whilst C4I NZ took a leading role in the organisation, the
Israel70 project was brought about by an organising committee of like-minded people
representing most of the pro-Israel groups across New Zealand. Involving not just Christian
groups but also members of the NZ Jewish community, the NZ Indian community, as well as
our Pacific Island members, the showcase event in Auckland was a real celebration. A
powerful statement of solidarity and support was made, and the message taken back to Israel
by Mr Shmulik Fried of Keren Hayesod was one of huge encouragement. My sincere thanks to
all those who contributed, supported and helped make this project a wonderful success. It is
truly heart-warming to think that there will be several new olim, Jewish people who can now
make aliyah to Israel, thanks to the generosity of so many New Zealanders.
With the celebration of the Israel70 event still in the air, my heart was then broken to hear of
the tragedy that has just unfolded at the Tree of Life Synagogue in Pennsylvania. As news of
this horrendous crime has echoed around the world, the leaders of countries all over the
globe have expressed their disgust at this sickening act and offered their condolences to the
friends, families and neighbours of those killed or wounded. I note with disgust that New
Zealand has not yet made any such statement, but I take the opportunity on behalf of the
Christians for Israel NZ family to offer our condolences, and to categorically condemn this
act of blatant anti-Semitism. To our Jewish brothers and sisters in America, in Israel, in New
Zealand and all around the world, who will undoubtedly be struggling to make sense of this
barbarism, we stand with you in this dark time.
Thank you all for joining us in support of Israel, may you be truly blessed.

Oﬃce Update

By Cathy Eksteen, Oﬃce Manager

Support Continues to Grow
Our last Reflections for 2018! What an incredible year it has been celebrating significant
events, changes and upgrades in office systems and we are over the biggest and most
complex hurdle of our accounts and database without much inconvenience. A huge thank
you to all our readers and supporters for your patience, support and much-needed
words of encouragement in your letters and phone calls.
Just some interesting info: We are currently printing over 7000
“Israel & Christians Today” newspapers and will soon need to
increase this number again. The paper is now being distributed to
over 500o supporters as well as church groups and office
distribution, with many more reading it online.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish you all a blessed
Christmas filled with love, joy and happiness. Have a relaxing
holiday break, safe travels and will catch up in 2019!

C H R IST M A S
H O L IDAYS

The oﬃce will
be closed
Friday 21 Dece
mber 2018
to Monday 14
January 2019
NB: The next
newsle er
will be March
2019
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Jewish Kitchen
Chocolate Tahini Truffle

A delicious snack, these Chocolate Tahini
Truffles are a combination of dark
chocolate and tahini, a traditional Israeli
paste made from sesame seeds.
Ingredients
180gm dark chocolate
120ml heavy cream
20ml tahini* (buy or make recipe below)
30g cocoa powder
Preparation
1. Boil water in a large pot. Cut the
chocolate in small chunks and add to a
heat resistant bowl and place on top of
the boiling water. Pour in the heavy
cream little by little and mix it with the
melting chocolate. As soon as the
chocolate has melted, take the bowl
from the water.
2. Add the tahini and stir until blended.
Pour the mixture into a cold bowl and
refrigerate for at least two hours.
3. Add three quarters of the cocoa to a
small bowl. Take a little cocoa from the
bowl with a teaspoon. Dust your hands
with cocoa and roll mixture into 20cm
sized balls. Dip each truffle in the cocoa
and make sure it’s covered on all sides.
Place the truffles on a nice dish.
4. When all the truffles are finished,
cover with aluminium foil and
refrigerate. Warm to room temperature
for an hour before serving.

Homemade Tahini
Ingredients
1 cup sesame seeds
2 - 4 T oil (olive oil, grape seed or canola)
Instructions
Blend sesame seeds until a crumbly
paste is formed. Add in 1 tablespoon at
a time of oil, until you get the
consistency of tahini that you like
(usually 2 tablespoons). Keep in a sealed
container for up to 1 month.
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Politics

Nikki Haley: Israel Supporter
It’s a favourite trope of the
anti-Israel crowd to claim that
the Jewish state and anyone
who supports it are isolated on
the international stage. The cry
has become so deafening that
Israeli policies are often
influenced by a local fear of
isolation. It is not at all
uncommon to hear opposition
politicians claim that Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is
further isolating Israel thanks
to this or that policy decision.
For decades already, the success of Israeli
technologies, know-how, products and
start-ups in the world market has proved
that the Jewish state is anything but
isolated. Still, all this is typically ignored
when it comes to politics and diplomacy,
where the picture most often painted is
one in which no one (except, perhaps, the
United States) actually likes, let alone
agrees with, Israel.
Outgoing US Ambassador to the United
Nations Nikki Haley shattered that image.
Haley is among the most outspoken and
staunch supporters of Israel in American
politics. And that’s saying something. As
governor of South Carolina, Haley made
her’s the first state to outlaw anti-Israel
boycotts. In her seat at the UN Security
Council, she routinely and vociferously
defended the Jewish state. And yet, we
discover upon her premature resignation
that Haley was widely respected by fellow
ambassadors and that her devotion to
Israel’s wellbeing had not in the least
diminished their affinity for her.
“It was a surprise, not a very pleasant one
for me personally,” said Russian UN
Ambassador Vassily Nebenzia, who,

despite strained relations with the US, had
a warm working relationship with Haley.
“She was a friend to all of us,” he added. “I
really like Nikki very much,” said Bolivian
Ambassador Sasha Llorentty Soliz, while
Sweden’s UN ambassador, Olof Skoog,
praised Haley for always being “respectful
and very frank.”
French Ambassador Francois Delattre was
perhaps most generous, calling Haley “one
of the most talented, most authentic US
government officials that I have ever met.”
There has long been a belief that in order
to be taken seriously as a peace broker,
Western leaders must maintain a neutral
and unbiased attitude toward the positions
of both Israel and the Palestinians, even
when the latter's demands and efforts to
rewrite history cross the line of absurdity.
Haley proved that belief to be false in
repeatedly calling out the Palestinian
Authority, while still managing to earn the
respect of fellow ambassadors from around
the globe. In so doing, she just might have
laid the first brick in a new foundation for
peace talks, and that’s why Israel is going
to sorely miss her presence at the United
Nations.

Israel: Fun Facts
Ÿ Israeli cows produce more milk per
cow than almost any country in the world.

Ÿ Israel is alone in having revived an
unspoken language as its national tongue.

With peanuts introduced to their diets
earlier, babies in Israel are 10 times less
likely to suffer from a peanut allergy.

Ÿ

Ÿ

Israel is one of only two countries that
began the 21st century with a net gain in
the number of its trees.
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Jewish
Contributions
Ruth & Elliot Handler:
Parents of Barbie

News

Courtesy of Israel Institute of NZ

Israel Institute Rejects Fine
on Kiwi BDS Supporters

The Barbie doll can be found in almost
every child’s playroom. But did you know
that perhaps the most famous toy in the
world was invented by a Jewish couple?
Born in 1916 in Denver, Ruth Marianna
Mosko was the daughter of Jewish
immigrants from Poland. She married
her school friend Elliot Handler, son of a
Jewish family. They met each other at a
B’nai B’rith event for Jewish teens.
The couple started their business career
by producing furniture made of new
types of plastic. Elliot had a business
partner named Harold Matson, and
together they founded ‘Mattel,’ a
combination of parts of both their
names. They first produced plastic
picture frames, then furniture for
dollhouses, which were much easier to
sell. Mattel soon transitioned into a toy
company that was to become the
second largest toy manufacturer in the
world.
The Handlers had two children, Barbara
and Kenneth. As Ruth watched her
daughter roll-playing with paper dolls,
she noticed that the child had difficultly
keeping clothes on her creations. Ruth
had an idea. What about a real doll with
clothes made to fit? She called it Barbie,
after her daughter. The model for this
doll was the German fashion doll ‘Lilli,’
which in turn was based on a popular
comic strip. Mattel later bought the
rights to Lilli.
Barbie made her triumphal first
appearance in 1959, but only after a
revision and a lot of advertising. When
her boyfriend appeared, there was no
question as to what his name would be:
Ken, after the Handlers’ son.
Ruth Handler died in 2002, aged 85, and
Elliot passed away in 2011, aged 95.

Support for ‘Boycott, Divest and Sanctions’
(BDS) advocates’ right to free speech has
come from a surprising source with Israel
Institute of New Zealand co-director, Dr
David Cumin, defending their right to hold
their views, however extreme.

Dr Cumin praised the Israeli based Shurat
HaDin Law Centre which brought the
action against BDS but said that the
judgement was wrong.
“Shurat HaDin has done some great work
over the years prosecuting individuals and
groups that actively provide material
support to terrorists committed to
murdering Jews and destroying Israel – but
this judgement undermines some of their
previous work.”

On Wednesday 10 October, the Jerusalem
Magistrate’s Court, in Israel, ruled that two
New Zealand Boycott, Divestment and
Sanctions activists must pay damages
totalling NIS45,000 (approx. NZD$19,000)
for their role in the cancellation of a
scheduled Lorde concert in Tel Aviv in
December last year.

Dr Cumin says that it is also unlikely that
the judgement will be enforceable in New
Zealand – and nor should it be.

Presiding Judge, Mirit Fohrer, ruled that
activists Justine Sachs and Nadia AbuShanab must pay the damages to three
Israeli minors named in the lawsuit who
had purchased tickets to the concert. The
civil suit was filed in January by attorney
Nitsana Darshan-Leitner, president of the
Shurat HaDin NGO.

“New Zealand should continue to be a
place where even absurd, controversial and
unpalatable views can be expressed by
fringe radicals. The Israeli law against BDS
is a form of hate censorship, but the
intention to prevent harm from malicious
or ill-informed speech encroaches on the
more important freedom of expression.”

However, Israel Institute of New Zealand
co-director David Cumin believes that the
decision is flawed and represents an attack
on the free speech rights of the two New
Zealand women:

Dr Cumin says that the Israel Institute of
New Zealand has outlined seven reasons
the BDS campaign is seriously flawed and
has produced two videos explaining BDS –
one shorter and one slightly longer version.

“The BDS campaign is discriminatory,
based on lies, and works against peace. But
that shouldn’t prevent its advocates from
being able to express their views –
however bizarre and unsustainable they
might be. Silly and discriminatory ideas
should be fought with facts, not fines.”

“We need to quash the BDS movement
with facts – not censorship – and while it
was disappointing that Lorde decided to
cancel her concert, that decision was
ultimately made by her, not those who
lobbied her with slander against Israel.”
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Celebrate
Hanukkah in the Park
Sunday 9 December
Auckland:
Orakei Domain,
Okahu Bay Reserve
5pm to 8.30pm
Wellington:
Botanic Gardens Soundshell
11am - 3pm

Family Event

Bring your picnic blankets.
Candle lighting ceremony,
kosher food, a rafﬂe,
children’s entertainment
and games

Live bands
n

Entry: Gold coin donatio

Biblical Archeology
Ancient Inscription Points to Jerusalem
During civil works on the outskirts of Jerusalem’s modern
municipal boundary workers stumbled across a 2,100-year-old
limestone pillar inscribed with the name Jerusalem, written with
the exact same Hebrew spelling as it is today.
The stone is part of a structure from the time of the Romans. The
inscription is in Aramaic, then the common language of the region,
but the letters are Hebrew. It is believed that the pillar in question
is from a slightly earlier time, and was reused by the Romans. The
inscription is attributed to ‘Hananiah son of Dodalos of Jerusalem.’
Inscriptions from the Second Temple period that include the full
Hebrew name ‘Yerushalayim’ are rare. Most inscriptions from that
time use shorter forms for the city’s name, usually in Aramaic. It is
the oldest known inscription of this kind. A coin featuring the
same full Hebrew name for Jerusalem also dates to the same
period, but is
The inscription
believed to be
is exceptionally
well preserved
somewhat newer.
Who were Hananiah
and Dodalos? That
will probably remain
a mystery. But it is
interesting that
Hananiah remains a
common name in
Israel today.

FREE - Subscribe to Israel & Christians Today
newspaper and ReflectioNZ newsletter!
Complete the form below and post or email to subscribe to our
newspaper or newsletter. Please indicate below if you would like to
be a Volunteer Distributor to hand out 5 or 10 newspapers and
newsletters to friends and family within your church and community.
YOUR DETAILS (please tick):
Ÿ Subscribe to Israel & Christians Today Newspaper
Preferred Format:
Post o
Email
I would like to be a Volunteer Distributor
Number of Copies:
Ÿ

Subscribe to ReflectioNZ Newsletter
Preferred Format:
Post o

Email

o
o
o
o
o

As printing and postage are some of our biggest expenses, please
consider if the emailed version would suit you - especially the
ReflectioNZ newsletter. Thank you.
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